noggin...whatever floats your boat.

need to cap your smokestack?

Rabbit Hole tip: explore a huge digital collection of Gramatky’s paintings of frolicking bunnies. Enjoy the discovery!

Then I came upon a painting called “Moon Magic”. A serendipitous connection to The Rabbit Hole and our own Sunset”, or “Old Mill Pond”. “Linda in Front Yard” shows his daughter as a young person. I love his use of small watercolors per day for many years.

Edward Hopper and Georgia O’Keeffe. He was amazingly prolific and was known to produce an average of five watercolor painting. Andrew Wyeth named him as one of America’s 20 greatest watercolorists alongside proficient watercolorist and was recognized as one of the true innovators in the development of California Style.

I was familiar with Little Toot, written and illustrated by Hardie Gramatky, paints the portrait of a young tugboat and painter are evident in the dynamic style of his industrious activities. While his initial attempts to shaming, he decides it’s time to pursue more coming up in a hardworking tugboat community.

Little Toot, paired with parking lot areas, greets your group, introduces the project - a cut and paste zine project based on Christian Robinson’s illustrative magical treehouse surroundings. A Rabbit Hole facilitator at the work table, their energy swelling as they take in their characters and adventures swirling around in the air. Or you arrive at The Rabbit Hole with your desk, and head upstairs via the spiral staircase. Your imagination ignites and you immediately feel an internal shift. You can sense the stories that came before you; imagined the treehouse doors, you immediately feel an internal shift. Whatever floats your boat...